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As student body president

Walsh· elected by landslide
Dingess to face Kelley in veep runoff
By DANA EAGLES
Editor-in-Chief

Rick Walsh was elected
president of the student body
last week by a landslide,
garnering 72 per cent of the
total vote in an election that
drew voters at the highest rate in
four years.
David Dingess and John
Kelley, the top two vote-getters
in the vice-presidential race,
were to compete in a runoff
election ending .today. None of
the three candidates seeking the
position - Dingess, Kelley or
Bob White - earned a majority

RICK WALSH
Wins 72 per cent

of the votes ·cast.
Polls were to be open
yesterday and today until 4 p.m.
in the Kiosk and in front of the
library and snack bar. Also
scheduled to be on the ballot
today is the question of whether
to approve or reject the
proposed rev1s1on of the
Constitution of the 'Student
Body.
Walsh, 23, student body
vice-president, said he did .not
expect to take such a large
percentage of the vote "even in
my wildest dreams." · He
defeated Sue · Mitchell, Rolft
White and Sam Sny_2.er. "Walsh

u
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Resid~nce

centers gain
Student Senate seats
.

By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Writer

The FTU Residence Centers
have been authorized to
establish "committees for
Student Government" to act as
branches of SG, and will soon
have representatives holding
·seats in the Student Senate,
according to Student Body
President Gary Andersen.
Last quarter the Daytona .
Beach Residence Center set up
their committee, adopted a
charter and elected a chairman,
Bruce Albright.

-

"The stqdents at the residence
centers have needs that main
campus students don't know
about," said Albright. "We want
to have things here for students
who can't come to campus,
things tailored for residence
center students," he added.
Residence center students
have $2.14 taken from their
tuition for the SG Activities and
Service fund (A&SF), which
comprises the yearly SG budget,
as do main campus students. But
the rewards they reap for this
money, in the form of SG and
Village Center sponsored

programs, are virtually
non-existent.
"We don't have any
recreational facilities at all and
we need to establish an
orientation program," said
Albright about the lack of
student services available at the
residence centers.
Andersen said he is anxious to
have the residence centers take a
more active part in - the FTU
community and added
establishing an SG branch at the
centers is a positive step towards
that end.
"Thr residence centers
students never' make it over to
campus and don't get any of the
be ne fits from their A&SF

Continued on page 12

said he considered the fact that
21 per cent of the student body
voted more i.rhportant than his
winning by such a large margin.
The returns were as follows:
-In the presidential race:
Rich Walsh, 1,386 votes, or 72
per· cent; Rolfe White, 236, or
12.3 per cent; Sue Mitchell, 195,
or 10.1 per cent; Sam Snyder,
107, or 5.6 per cent.
-For vice-president: David
Dingess, 770, or 42.5 per cent;
John Kelley, 553, or 30.5 per
cent; Bob White, 489, or 27 per
cent.
Dingess, a junior majoring in
a cc o u n Li n g, s aid he was
"extremely pleased" about his
plurality in the vice-presidential
election, and said he would
retain the same campaign style
for the runoff which includes
visiting local apartment
complexes. He said, however, he
was "hoping for a ·majority" in
the first election .
Second-place finisher Kelley
said, «You've got to be a little
disappointed coming in second."
The senior management major
said Tuesday he- would not
change his campaign tactics but
would add campaign workers,
some of them students who
worked for other candidates in
the first election.
Both vice-presidential
candidates said they were
pleased with the relatively high
voter turnout. Kelley attributed
it to the active political climate
of a national election year.
Student Body President Gary
Andersen sajd he was "really
pleased" with the turnout. He
noted the University of Florida

DAVID DINGESS
Short of majority

had a record turnout this spring,
indicating students in general
m_ay be more aware that student
government controls activity and
service fees.
Andersen said before 1974,
voter turnout was directly
related to the number of
resident students on campus and
to the membership of
fraternities and sororities. He
said the lack of such a
correlation in the past two
elections may indicate other
types of students are voting in
elections in larger numbers.
The
21
per
cent
turnout-1,924 persons out of a
total enrollment of 9,263-was
the highest level of ·participation
in an executive office election
since 1972, when 25.4 per cent
of the student body voted.
Voter participation nosedived
to 16. 7 per cent in 1973~ then
·hit its lowest point ever in 1974,
when only 11.9 per cent of
students voted.
Participation took a slight
turn upward in last spring's
election, with 15.4 per cent of
the student body marking
ballots. The percentage of
students voting in this election
was still far below FTU's record,
however. In the first student
body executive office election in
1969, 39.4 per cent of students
voted.
Synder con tested the election
last week, claiming campaign
materials were being worm at
the polls, and that the method
for transporting ballots at night
was in violation of SG rules.
Continued on page 10

JOHN DELLEY
In runoff election

Lottery system biU amended
due to BOR staff protests
By MYRON CARDEN
Associated Editor

Photo by Bill McGaughy

'Pitch-In'
REPRESENTATIVES OF SEVEN FTU ORGANIZATIONS
float down the lazy Wekiva River Saturday in search of
bottles, trash, cans and other assorted junk that ·m ar the
natural beauty of the river. The club members were
participating in the "National College Pitch-In" program.
The pontoon raft was donated by the Wekiva Marina. Story
on page 5.

Because of objections from the Board of Regents
staff, Sen. Dempsey Barron's bill calling for a 20 /80
adminissions lottery system was amended Tuesday
into a "20/60/20" plan.
The 20/60/20 proposal means that 20 per cent of
graduate students would be chosen on academic
performance, 60 per cent selected on the basis of
criteria other than academic such as work
experience and extracurricular activities, and 20 per
cent chosen at random. All students considered
must have a "B" average.
Later on Tuesday, Dr. Roy Mc.Tarnaghan, SUS
vice-chancellor for adademic programs, sent to
Barron and his staff other suggested revisions.
According to Jim Vickery, SUS public affairs
director, the revisions "would essentially limit the
effect of Barron's bill to professional law, medicine,
and veterinary medicine programs."
The amended version was passed Tuesday;
however another vote was scheduled yesterday to
consider other amendments to the bill.
Dr. Leslie Ellis, FTU director of graduate studies
and research, is opposed to the legislation. "I think
· the approach is not in the best interest of the
university or the state of Florida. The objective of
higher education is to place the most qualified
individuals in programs of this nature .which are very
demanding."
Ellis added, --1 have some doubts about t>ram

surgery being performed on me by a doctor who
was admitted by lottery."
In testimony last week before the committee,
student representatives found themselves at odds
with Board of Regent staff members and faculty
members over Barron's proposal.
Appearing in favor of the bill, Apollo Visko,
Florida Student Association coordinator, said the
emphasis on high grades for graduate school
admission has driven students to cheat "to come out
on to'p of the heap."
University of Florida medical school Dean
William Deal said Barron's proposal which required
·so per cent of the graduate students to be chosen
by lottery "makes as much sense as requiring Doug
Dickey (U of F football coach) to recruit 80 per
cent of his football team in a lottery."
Another Tallahassee proposal which has stirred
up some debate is a house bill introduced by Rep.
William James which would create a centralized
admission system for the State University System.
The House Education Committee referred the
legislation to its staff for study.
The bill requires students to file an application
for the entire state- university system, and list
preferences among the nine state universities.
Commissioner of Education Ralph Turlington said
the bill would allow for even distribution of
students among the state universities. However
committee chairman Richard Hodes claims the bill
"would lead to rubber stamping of applications."
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EVANGELISM TRA.I NING IMPACT
May 7-8 at the
\\eb.
·L angford Hotel in Wint·e r-'-P ark

oer;'"

w\tb the

,,,~ollegian
'11j'1d

LEARN TO SHARE YOUR FAITH. LEARN-IO WITN~~S EFFECTIVELY.
JESUS COMMANDED US TO GO INTO AL~ THE WORLD AND PREACH
THE GOSPEL TO EVERYONE. THE ONLY-----PROBLEM ISJ YOU COULD FEEL
INADEQUATE TO DO ANYTHING ABOUT IT1 SURE) YOU KNOW THAT OUR
LORD TOLD us TO PREACH THE GOS~E'I""TO ALL THE wnRLDJ BUT YOU
MAY WONDER HOW TO COMMUNICATE JESUS CHRIST TO A WORLD THAT IS
FILLED WITH RITUALISTIC CULTS AND ATHEISTIC CONCEPTS THAT IN THE
NAME OF INTELLECTUALISM DENY THE DEITY OF JESUS CHRIST.
EVANGELISM TRAINING IMPACT IS INTENDED TO PREPARE COLLEGIANS
TO BE ABLE TO MINISTER EFFECTIVELY IN ANY CIRCUMSTANCE THAT THEY
MY FIND THEMSELVES IN. THE FOLLOWING IS A BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF JUST
SOME OF THE 14 TOPICS AND 14 SPEAKERS THAT WILL BE APPEARING AT
EI TI I.

TOM WALTER IS A SU-r(-fi5R AT F.T.U. MAJORING IN MICROBIOLOGv°.
TOM IS A SPIRIT f I-LLED BELIEVER WITH A FLAIR FOR MINISTRY.
TOM WILL BE TEACHING ON HOW TO DEAL WITH THREE BASIC OBJECTIONS! RATIONALISM) ATHEISM) AND EXISTENTIALISM.·

r.
l '

~

BILL ILNISKY IS CURRENTLY PASTORING A FELLOWSHIP IN WE: T
PALM BEACH. BILL HAS SERVED AS A MISSIONARY IN BERUITJ
LEBANON WHERE HE MINISTERED TO THE COLLEGE CAMPUSES THERE.
BILL WILL BE TEACHING US H 0 W TO DEAL WITH THOSE INVOLVED
IN THE MEDITATION CULTS.
I

\ BU~BA JONES IS ONE OF THE ASSOCIATE YOUTH MINISTERS AT THE
ROCK HOUSE AND HAS BEEN INVOLVED IN YOUTH MINISTRY FOR A
NUMBER OF YEARS NOW. BUBBA IS SPIRIT FILLED AND H A S AN
ANOINTED TEACH I NG MIN I STRY. BUBBA WI LL BE TEACH I NG ON MINI STRY I NG TO THE TRADITiml.l\LIST OR THE MATERIALIST.
DR~ ROY A. HARTHERNJ LHD I~ THE PASTOR OF ~ CALVARY ASSEMBLY.
BORN IN ENGLAND) DR. HARTHERN1 HAS BEEN IN FULL TIME MINISTRY
OVER 25 YEARS. DR. HARTHERN S ,ANOINTED TEACHING CAPABILITI ES ARE SURPASS ED 0 NL Y BY HI S CAPAC I TY To· MI NI STER I N ANY
l
·~
GIVEN SITUATION. DR. HARTHERN WILL BE TEACHING US HOW TO
,· ;.y.. ~~
MINISTER THE BAPTISM OF THE HOLY SPIRIT.
.:-~- -~

.PAULINE HA~r HERNJ DR. HARTHERN's WIFE) MAINTAINS A POWERFUL
TEACHING Ml NISTRY AT CALVARY ASSEMBLY IN WINTER
PARK.
PAULINE ALSO WRITES A COLUMN FOR ONE OF THE NATION'S LEADING PUBLICATIONS., CHARISMA MAGAZINE. PA U L I N E WILL BE
SPEAKING O~ HOW TO ~INISTER DELIVERANCE.
ALEXANDER H. CLATTENBURG) JR.J IS THE YOUTH PASTOR OF THE
ROCK HOUS~ " IN WINTER PARK. ALEX · WAS ONE OF THE KEY SPEAKERS
AT JESUS lb AND HAS BEEN IN YOUTH WORK FOR SEVERAL YEARS.
HIS TEACHIN'G MHJISTRY IS BOTH INFORMATIVE ANlJ I'NSPIRATIOMAL.
ALEX WILL B~E SPEAKING ON THE QUALIFICATIONS OF A MINISTER.
DAVID DRUEDING HAS HAD A REAL MINISTRY TO THE CHARISMATIC
CATHOLICS IN THE CENTRAL FLORIDA AREA. A SPIRlT FILLED ~ f
BELIEVER., THIS LICENSED B A P T I S T MINISTER _..JS A DYNAMIC -·-- «
TEACHER. DAVE WILL BE TEACHING US HOW TO MINfSTER TO THOSE
INVOLVED IN THE SATANIC CULTS. ·

Teaching Schedule for -E. T.L SATURDAY·

6:30 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 7:30 p.m. -

8:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 10:00 p.m. -

10:30 p.m. -

FR I DAY
·
Open Fellowship, Refreshments
"God's Challenge To A Redeemed Community" Steve Grier
"God's Qualifications For Ministers" Alex Clattenburg
"Presenting The Gospel" - Ed Hinchy
"God's Anser To The Rationalist, Atheist
And Existentialist'; - Tom Walter
"How To Deal With The Traditionalist -Or Th~
Materialist" - Bubba Jones
"The Christian Vs. The Marxist" John Steinklaubber

10:30
11: 00
11 :45
12:30

a.m.
a. m.
a.m.
p.m.

-

1:15p.m. 2:15 p.m. -

3:-15 p.m. 4:15 p.m. 5:15 p.m. -

6: 15 p. rn. -

Open Fellowship, Refreshments
"Salvation Vs. Satanism" - David Drueding
"Minister To The Meditators" · - Bill llnisky
"The Bloodless Cults, Uncovering The Deception"Eric Johnson
Lunch - Veal Cutlets will be served
"Dealing With The Evolutionist"-Grady McMurtry
"Dealing With The Jew" - - Wes McMillan
"Ministering Deliverance" - Pauline Harthern
"Ministering The ~aptism In The Holy Spirit" Dr. Roy Harthern r
''The Vi s.i on of God 11 - P i er re Me 11 i ck

More Statistics
E.T.I, WILL BE HELD AT THE LAWGFORD HOTEL . IN DOWN TOWN WINTER PARK.
DATES AND TIME:
MAY 7TH.1
6:30 P.M. - 11:00 P.M.
MAY 8THJ 10:30 A.M. ~ 7:00 P.M.
COST: $6:00 (INCLUDES MEAL SATURDAY) TICKETS ARE ON SALE AT THE
ROCK HOVSEJ 1918 MILLER AVENUEJ WINTER PARKJ FLORIDA 32789
(MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO CALVARY ASSEMBLY)
PHONE: 644:1918 OR CALL OR COME BY: UNITED CAMPUS MINISTRY AT F.T.U.
VILLAGE CENTER., ROOM 15L - P.O. BOX L626LJ ORLANDO., FLORIDA
32816
PHONE:275-2463

FOR FURTHER 'INFORMATION CONTACT PIERRE MELLICK AT EITHER THE
ROCK POUSE OR UNITED CAMPUS MINISTRY.

For student activity facilities

Panel to consider building plans
By JOHN CATTAND
Staff Writer

DR. W. REX BROWN
-Seeks 'unanimous priorities'

Business
Day May 7 ·
The second opportunity this
school year for faculty members
to display their prowess in
softball and volleyball as well as
enjoy a free lunch in an outing
at Lake Claire is the upcoming
Business Day scheduled for May
7.
All classes in the College of
Business Administration will be
dismissed after 11 a.m. Friday to
allow business students to
participate. in the event.
Business Day is sponsored and
c~ordinated by the Council of
Business Organizations which is
composed of the Marketing
Club, Accounting Society, Delta
Sigma Pi and Pi Chi Theta, the
men's and women's business
fratem ities respectively.
Previous Business Days have
attracted 500 to 60.0 students to
the day-long activities at Lake
Claire. Any student or staff
member may attend. Tickets,
which cost $1 apiece, may be
purchased from members of any
of the clubs which form the
council. Members will be selling
the tickets on campus
throughout next week.

Grip_e session
response low
"The main complaint is that
there is no social life on
campus," explained Deb
Sammons, a coordinator of the
"grip session" program recently.
enacted
by
Student
Government.
According to Ms. Sammons,
student response Lo the program
has been low because, "most
don't know it exists and where
itis." The sessions are held fro_!P.
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Tuesdays
and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on
Wednesdays i the Kiosk.

Dr. W.
Rex Brown,
vice-president for student affairs
at FTU, has formed a committee
to evaluate various building
project proposals by FTU groups
fin anticipation of a Florida
Cabinet approval of a $50
million student activity and
s.e rv ice facility construction
bonding resolution. If the state
cabinet approves the resolution
FTU will be entitled to $3.6
million.
The Ad Hoc Committee for
Student Activity and Service
Facilities will slu.d.y_ the various
project proposals ~anCt-will make
recommendations to Brown who
will in turn report to FTU
President Charles N. Millican.

Beer sales
discontinued
The Village Center Popular
Entertainment Committee (PEC)
resolved recently to discontinue
beer sales at VC events for the
rest of this quarter and until
further notice.

Although the bonding
resolution was removed from the
agenda of the state cabinel last
September, Brown said "they
(the state cabinet) could act on
it anytime" and that "President
Millican wants to be ready with ·
a written report of our
priorities."
Some of the proposed
projects to be considered by the
committee are:
- An outdoor physical
education recreation facility, at
a cost of $800,000.
-A campus bookstore,
costing $500,000.
- Re.sidence hall matching
funds-one-thi'rd total
cost-costing $1.5 million.
-A student health
development center building, at
a cost of $600,000.
-Land development costs for
fraternity and sorority houses,
costing $200,000. (The national
fraternities and sororities will
pay for the actual housing.)
-A performing arts
complex-theater, music hall and

radio-TV studios, costing $6
million.
-A recreation building, at a
cost of $2. 5 million.
At present, ' Student
Government's priorities are: 1)
.on-campus apartment-type
housing, 2) a student health
development center and 3) a
bookstore in the Village Center.
Gary Andersen, student body
president, also mentioned a
Spiritual Awareness Center "for
looking into religions and things
like that.
Andersen will submit Student
Government's proposals at the
committee's next meeting.
The committee has been
encouraged to gather
information from individuals or
representatives from various
segments of the university
community regarding suggested
projects.
Members of the committee
are: Dr. Jack Bergner, Natural
Sciences; Dr. Thomas Morgan,
Social Sciences; Mr. Larry
Matthews. Community Affairs

and Mr. John Williams, Business
Affairs.
Also on the committee are
Mr. Jim Ferrell and Dean Carol
Wilson, both from Student
Affairs .
Acting as consultants will be
Dr. John Bolte, associate
vice-president for academic
affairs and Mr. Oswald Garcia,
director of campus planning.
The students on the
committee are: Gary Andersen,
Student Government; Susan
Mundy, sororities and
fraternities; Doug Walker,
Residence Life Board; Susan
Carrick and Debbie Bushnell,
students at large.
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F allnce tanped for editorship

According to Dr. Kenneth D.
Lawson, direcfo~.o · · ~ VC, the
VC board made the decision in
an attempt to curb vandalism to
buildings and restroom facilities . .
"Every time they (the VC) have
served beer this year something
has happened," he explained.
Lawson said the PEC will be
able to control VC beer sales,
but, "They don't have any
control over the rest of the
organizations that want to serve
beer."
He elaborated, "We're going
to start being more stringent at
even ts-checking IDs, keeping
beer in the Multipurpose Room,
requesting the university police
to stay around."
To aid with identification, the
board recommended the
university issue photo IDs next
year. These cards would require
proof oP current registration be
attached to be valid.
Vice President for Student
Affairs W. RP.x Brown said he
agreed with the VC's move to
control vandalism, but the photo
IDs woul;not be planned untl
the university's financial
situation improves.

KERRY R. FAUNCE
-Nominated for 1976-77

Kerry R. Faunce, a junior majoring in journalism, was nominated
by the Board of Publications last week to serve as editor-in-chief of
the Future from June 1976 through June 1977.
The nomination must be confirmed by President Charles N.
Millican.
Faunce, 21, an associate editor of the newspaper, has served on the
Future staff as a reporter and photographer since September 1974
covering general assignments and the faculty.
He served as photo editor and staff photographer for the yearbook
at Moore Haven High School in More Haven, Fla. In high school, he
was employed as a freelance reporter covering school news and sports
by the Glades County Democrat.
During the summer of 1974 and 1975, he was employed by the
Clewiston News in Clewiston, Fla. in reporting, editing and
production capacities.
Faunce serves as treasurer of the campus chapter of Sigma Delta
Chi, the Society of Professional Journalists. He formerly attended Ball
State University in Muncie, Ind.
The nine-member board selected Faunce over two other candidates,
but decided to postpone the decision of nominating a candidate to
serve as business manager of the newspaper.

IN THE CLASSROOM OR IN THE FIELD,
YOU Al WAYS lEARN SOMETHING IN
ARMY ROTC

Skiers get new old
boat from Biology
Because it "didn't have a need for the boat," the Biological
Sciences Department has donated a boat to donated a boat to the FTU Waterski Club.
Dr. David Vickers, chafrman of the department, said the boat was
purchased some years ago for a research project on Lake Apopka.
Now he adds, the boat is not needed and is "not doing the work."
Vick~rs said the boat was being used "on occasion, but not too often"
by the department.
At present, the boat, an 18~foot 1970 C Gull, is n.ot ?perable
according to Jammie Ferrell, director of student orgamzat1ons. He
said. $350 is needed to repair a cracked driveshaft. The club hopes to
raise some money to get the boat repaired, he said.
.
Ferrell asid the club "hopes to have some money left over from the
pitch-in campaign" to pay for repairs. "Pitch-In" was a national
cleanup campaign in which FTU clubs participated last weekend.
An allocation of $145.65 was also · received from Student
Government for maintenance of the boat on March 9.
Once the boat is running, Ferrell said, "anybody on campus will
have the opportunity, during a club-sponsored event, to learn to water
ski."
Ferrell said the club is now using a boat donateq by one of its
members.
Earlier this year, the Waterski Club attempted to get an allocation
from Student Government for a boat. The Student Senate passed the
controversial bill; however Gary Andersen, student body presi_dent,
vetoed t.he $6 000 allocation, saying it would set "an ominous
preced nl. '
Ferrell said a lot of members "lost interest" in the club, due to the
lengthy deliberations in Student Governm.e~t ove.r t~e boat.. ~e said
about 20 members ar now involved in club activities.

• Refreshing, unique instruction methods and
subjects
..
• Instruction which develops your leadership
potential BEFORE you leave _college ·
• Situations in which you. become the instructor

TAKE THE COURSE WHICH OFFERS
A·CHANGE IN PACE!!!
TAKE' ARMY ROTC!!!!!
Contact Rick Payne at 273-7046 or Don Larkin
at 277 -3786 for more information

Barron's lottery
a ludicrous idea
Although we are not
often amused by the actions
of the Florida legislature,
we find it hard to keep our
hilarity contained when the
president of the senate
introduces a bill threatening
to banish the "intellectually
elite" from university
graduate schools.
We would find it a
laughing matter, were it not
for the grave possibility of
the legislation being enacted
into law.
Sen. Dempsey Barron's
bill which originally called
for 80 per cent of graduate
school admissions to be
chosen on the basis of
ex tr a curricular activities,
work
experience,
community service or
·military experience already
has the support of 30 of the
40 senators-a sure sign it
will.pass the senate.
A compromise of sorts
was reached this week when
the Barron bill was
amended so that 20 per
cent of graduate students
are chosen on academic
_performance, 60 per cent
on outside activities, and
the remaining 20 per cent
out of either of the two
groups.
As we see it, this
amended version is as
ludicrous as the original.
The premise that a student
who has already attended
four years of _college with
slightly better than average
grades should be given as
Barron puts it, the "most
attention" is totally against
the grain of higher
education, no matter what
the percentages.
Graduate schools were
in tended for the elite-these
in a field of study who have
exhibited special ability and
knowledge. Anyone who
believes otherwise -is

certainly not keeping the
concerns of the university
system or its students in
mind.
The BOR has proposed
that Barron 's bill be limited
to professional programs.
This again is a compromise
which compromises too
much. The concept of the
' 'int e 11 ectually elite" is
especially needed for the
professional programs such
as law and medicine;
programs which more than
any other need the proven
student due to the
complexity of the program.
Even the staunch
supporter of the student,
the Florida Student
Association, is in favor of
the bill. The group points
o u-t that students are
cheating and taking crip
courses in order to maintain
high grades. This may be
the case, but the crux. of the
matter lies in the grades
themselves, not in the £act
they are used as a criterion
for graduate school
admisi;ion. As long as grades
are recorded, there will
always be sutdents
bypassing the conventional
method in order to receive
higt scholastic marks.
We hope our message is
loud and clear to the
legislature: To insure
quality in the graduate
programs and in our
professional fields, vote no
on Barron 's proposal.
-THE EDITORIAL BOARD

Future--....
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Prof's letter 'slid commentary'
Editor:
I found the article by br. Van
H Baldwin Jr., stating his
reasons for joining a union, a sad
commenLary on the conditions
of the academic world.
Certainly basing a professor's
evaluation upon that person's
participation or nonparticipation
in religious exercises must be
held wrong. However, if Dr.
Baldwin or any other professor
uses class time to preach the
tenets of his personal religion, or

if a student's grade reflects not
the quality of work but his or
her alignment to the particular
professor's sex, race, or creed,
that too must be held wrong.
of retlecting on the "university
as a whole."

Guest
Dr. .J. Pau I Hartman
Associate Professor
of
Engineering

Advanced ESP critical
for general education Column
The Faculty Senate has
recently adopted a resolution
which recommends that the
current
Advanced
Environmental Studies Program
be dropped, and 12 quarter
hours of approved advanced
electives be substituted .
Although I was not involved in
the early establishment of the
present program, I have been
active in it, and am extremely
disappointed in this

recommendation .
Within the university th ere are
six colleges, thre e of which are
traditional 20th century areas of
academia (humanities and fine
arts, natural sciences, and social
sciences). The other three are
general education coursework in
the traditional areas,
independent of · the student's
major. However, · professional
college faculty have generally
not participated in such general
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education course work--either by
tradition, choice , or design.
FTU has esLablished one
approach to include its three
professional colleges in this
general education. By requiring
professional colleges (business,
education, and engineering)
which together enroll 5,442 out
of 10,545 or 51.6 per cent gf
the total FTU student body
based on Fall 197 5 data.
Historically', all university
students have done required
each university student to take
one course, from a selection
offered by each college, the
student becomes aware of these
disciplines, a 1be it briefly.
Conversely, the college itself
becomes involved in the broader
educational mission of the
univer5ity.
The program thus developed
has had, of course, mixed
reviews. Some students enjoy
the exposure to areas outside
their own and enter th e courses
enthusiastically . Others detest
the whole idea and simply
endure it.
Although the program has
some problems, I think it would
be unfortunate to abandon it
entirely without at least making
some effort to improve it as it
now stands.
At this particular period in
human endeavor, business,
education, and engi_neering have

Continued on page 5

I find that I must partially
agr ee with Lhe statements
attributed to Dean Kersten
regarding external activities of
professors. I do so reluctantly
because the wording reported as
the dean's befits a lesson in
escapism. The · first issue is
whether or not extracurricular
activities should be Laken into
consideration for an evaluation.
I believe that those activities
which m.ight positively or
negatively reflect on the
university as a whole must be
taken il! to account. However, I
do not regard a person's religious
activities as falling into th e scope

The terminology "excessive
external activities" may give us
hope that the real issue in this
matter was a conflict between
what was expected of Dr.
Baldwin in relationship to his
position and his desire to engage
in outside activities. I would
support ·a statement that his
superiors should be allowed to
make certain demands of Dr.
Baldwin's time.
A person's inability to fulfill
uni form l y consistent
requirements for a satisfactory
evaluation because of other
interests is just as inexcusable as
making excessive demands on a
person because those outside
interests are of a religious
nature. I will add that if the
former is the case it reflecb:
poorly on Dr. Baldwin and hE
will have to make a decision
however, if the latter is the casE
it is abhorrent because it reflect:
on us all.
Dr. Bald win reported th·
administration's stand on hi
complaint. The attitude o
telling complainants to "take i
to court if you don't like it" '
at best asinine. Sure, one :
reluctant to take one's person<
savings and sue an organizatio
which has the advantage o
financing its side by capricious!.
spending taxpayers' money.
Unfortunately, even if th
administration should lose,

Conlinued on page 5

Coverage, SG praised
Editor:
Just a short note to congratulate you on the all-encompassing
coverage you have given Lo the legislative process this year particularly
as it pertains to educational matters.
As a co-sponsor of both the bill to put a student on the Board of
Regents and the Board of Trustees for community colleges, I have
continually enjoyed input from the student body president, Gary
Andersen, and members of the senate.
I would like to point out that Rick Walsh, the vice president, has
been of great assistance over a long period of time because of his
documented input regarding not only the major question of funding
but other important pieces of legislation. As a graduate of FTU
myself, I am very impressed with the sophistication of both the
campus publication and leadership in the Student Government. Both
parties are to be congratulated.
DICK J. BATCHELOR
REPRESENTATIVE,
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Favors sponsors
May clothing drive

Photo by Biil .McGaLighy

MEMBERS OF CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS journeyed to Wekiva Springs Saturday on
a mission of cleanliness,. and pose here with the garbage they collected off the banks and
bottom of the Wekiva River. For their efforts, they hope to be awarded a $1,000
scholarship from th.e "National College Pitch-In" to be given to the Goldstein Memorial
Fund for then· efforts.

In 'Pitch-In' cleanup

Assortment of junk found
at bottom of Wekiva River
By DANA EAGLES
Editor-in-Chief

Dental plates, golf balls, a
fishing rod, an oven/range, two
tires, a propeller, and other
assorted junk.
What the above items have ·in
common is that they. were found
at the bottom of a four-mile
stretch of the Wekiva River
Saturday by 75 members of
FTU clubs participating in the
"National College Pitch-In."
From 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
members of Aqua Knights (FI'U
divers) hauled junk out of the
water while others removed
litter from th e river banks and
loaded them in to citrus sacks.
Still other students positioned
Jitt e r barrels and erected
anti-litter signs in the Wekiva
Springs park.
Organized by th e QAqua

Prof's letter
Con.linued from page 4
simply pays out more tax money
and/or changes a specific rule.
Apparently some administrators
fail to take note of the historical
lessons on smugness. Quite
simply, intelligent response to
sincere complaints as they occur
might well avert future demands,
some times · irresponsible, for
total change.
Finally, Dr. Baldwin's matter
may be over--he was giving his
reasons why he voted for a
union. I sincere_!y> hope that his
complaint.........-ID eets with a
satisfa.ctory end. However, I see
tjle . . . bigger issue of academic
freedom looming in the
background. The exact m eaning
of "academic fre e dom" is open
to critical analysis. But, I do fe el
that if I should ever return to
FTU a fter graduation in June, I
will fi n d no pro gress in this area
if I find a facul ty un ion, a
studen t go v~rnmen L , and an
adm i n is tr at io n ex i sting as
separate entities iso lated not
on ly from each other but aJso
from their mem bers.
TIM REID
SENIOR, GENERAL STUDIES

ESP

Conli11ued from page 4
profound impact on every
aspect of dail.
Jiving. The
comple interactions of all Lhes
ar as will become increasingJy
important as \ e n1ove into
Century Thr e. To include lhese
areas a·s worthy contributors lo
lhe gen ral edu a lion of present
and future university students
seem to m a laudable, if nol
necessary, goal. To ex clude the m
would be at least a shame and at
most, and perhaps in the long
nin _ ::i tra!!edv.
a

Knights and TYES sorority, the
group caught their exploits on
film to send to judges of the
national competition, sponsored
by Anheuser-Busch and the ABC
Radio Network. The judges will
award a $1,000 first place and a
$500 second place scholarship to
a college in each of five regions
wh os presentation shows a
superior cleanup effort.
Last year, the Black Student
Union won a merit award in the
competition, and Brevard
Community College took the
first place award for Lhe
Southeast region.
If FTU's video, slide and film
presentation wins, th e clubs have
decided to turn the scholarship
over to the Goldstein Memorial
Fund, recently established by
ilie FTU Foundation ~ honore
of the late Dr. Ernst M.
Goldstein.
Aqua Knights spokesman Bill
McGaughy said those who
braved the day as cleaner-uppers

got a few cu L fingers from sharp
edges and some slinging catfish
in the river swelled some ankles.
That was the extent of th~
casualties, however, and
McGaughy said the workers will
be rewarded with a party in the
near future, at which time
they'll view the presentation to
be sent to the national judges.
In addition to 20 Aqua
Knights and 28 TYES sorority
sisters, represent:atives of Zeta
Tau Alpha, Pi Kappa Alpha,
Delta Tau Delta, the FTU
Waterski Club and Lambda Chi
Alpha part icipated.
The clubs received a $200
do nation from Way ne Densch
Inc., a local Anheuser-Bu sch
distributor, to be used in part to
buy film. Othe r are a businesses
donated barrels, food for the
work ers, film processing, Jitter
bags and compresse d air. The
Wekiva Marina loane d the crew
15 canoes and a pontoon raft for
the project.

Skateboarding:

FTU's Favors is sponsoring a clothing drive this month through the
end of May to benefit juveniles held in d tention at controversial
Youth Hall.
Jack Dunathan, coordinator of Orlando's Health and Re.h abilitation
Services recently contacted Village Center Assistant Programming
Director Kathy Cavanna seeking help, in the form of used clothing,
from the FTU community.
"I thought college kids probably have a lot of old clothes they hate
to throw out but don't wear anymore and wouldn't mind donating
them," said Dunathen.
Dunathen said youths often spend between one and two weeks at
Youth Hall and are provided clothing by the facility. The clothing,
according to Dunathen, is in deplorable condition and footwear is
sometimes non-existent.
Tennis shoes are the only type of footwear allowed at Youth Hall
but Dunathen added clothes and shoes collected at FTU will also be
given to area half-way houses where clotf1ing is also badly needed.
Clothing and shoes of all types and sizes, especially items
appropriate for children aged 13 to 17, are needed. ,
A large box has been provided for the donations and is located in
the hallway outside VC 201.

Three good reasons to vote for

DAVID
DINGESS

*President Pro Tempore of
student senate
*Member of Political
Science Union, FTU
Young Democrats, and
various other organizations
*Has introduced important
I egislation throughout his·
term as a senator:

The list goes on
David should too

VoteJ>avid Dingess· for Student
Body Vice-President today!!!

GET OUT

Proposed ra1np doubtful
because of Illoney pinch
By 1BILL PIEPER
Special Writer

Because of funding problems
and safety considerations, FTU's
director of intramurals and
extramurals said the proposed
skateboard ramp will not
become a reality this year.
Saying the budget probably
could not include the estimated
$2,500 expenditure, Ken Renner
said the earliest Student
Gov e rnm ent could consider
constructing the skate board
ramp would be in Ju ne.
Re nner said if the ramp was
built superv1s1on would be
man datory in ord er t o insure the
safety of the people using the
skateboard ram p. Crash h lm eis
an d other proL ctiv gear migh l
have Lo be worn to preven L
accidents.
Dr. Rex Brown vice presiden L
[or student affairs, was do ubtful
about t he potential popularity
of the skate board ramp and said
the n umb er of sLudenLs
interested will be a factor in the
decision to buil d the ram p.
Brown said another factor is
lh number of students that
might be opposed to the ramp.
He said these students may fee l
th
mone used to buil d the
ram p co uld b spen t fo r o ther
mor e worth w hil e camp us
projects.
Brown said no final decision

will be made on the matter until
he receives the final report from
the recreation committee, of
which Renner is a member.
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THE FUTURE OF F,T,U, IN THE STATE
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PRESIDENT CHARLES N. MILLICAN
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STUDENT AFFAIRS *Housing*Additional Dorms
*Phones*Student Health Insurance*Financial Aid
*Outlook for Student Loans '76-'77*Veterans Benefits*Placement Student Files*Student Govt. Functions*Minority Groups On Campus******************

VICE PRES. W.REX BROWN

may21 BUSINESS

AFFAIRS *Admin. services
*Enrollment Cap*Campus Beautification
*Tuition Increase*Food SeTvice*Parking
*Budget Priorities*Procedures for Job Hiring
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Review

Dynamic acting key to "Oz'
By KERRY FAUNCE
Associate Editor

The "Wizard of Oz," the FTU
Th eat re Department's latest
production, combines dynamic
characterizations, versatile set
designs and the audience's
imagination to add a
contemporary twist to an old,
classic play.
The
play's unique
presentation becomes apparent
immediately as the Royal Story
Teller (Larry Turner who later
plays the guardian of the gates
and the Wizard of 021} totters
across stage in a long-tailed black ·
tuxedo to begin the narration of
"Oz."
The lead role of Dorothy is
played by Cindy Forbes, who
comes bounding on stage in a
lavender checked dress and
pigtails. Her first performance in
FTU theater, Miss Forbes does a
fine job portraying the
bright-eyed, rosy cheeked victim
of nature's worst storm.

CINDY FORBES plays "Dorothy, a little girl from Kansas,
in the FTU Theater Department's "Wizard of Oz." Dorothy

and her dog, Toto, enchanted c~ild1·en in five Orange
County elementary schools this week and will appear at
FI'U Satmday and Sunday.

Mark Hess, a veteran of three
FTU productions, plays the
mindless scarecrow. Dressed in
patched shirt and trousers with
straw bulging through at the
seams, Hess's facial expressions
and "rag doll" gyratioPs are

constantly amusing.
Those who remember the film
version of "Oz" may have a hard
time telling the difference
between the tin man of film and
the tin man (Kim McKee) of
FTU. Both silvered from head to
toe with a pointed funnel hat,
they bear an amazing
resemblance.
As the cowardly lion, Robert
Smithers debuts rather weakly,
but builds the character as the
plot progresses.
If any one deserves a negative
rating it is certainly Tara
Buckley as the wicked witch of
the West. But the negative rating
is judged only from the response
of the audience -- hundreds of
Orlando elementary schoolers.
Actually, Ms. Buckley's
performance is so good that
children are reportedly asking
their teachers if she is a real
witch.

But alas, beauty is in the eye
of the beholder. And two
beauties in the eyes of all
beholders are Nina Houston and
the good
Mary Edenfield
witch of the North and the good
witch of the South. Even though
their acts are small, they receive
a hearty round of "Ohhs" and
"Ahhs" from the audience. _

as

-

Complementing the lead roles
and strengthening the plot are
winged monkeys Steve Taylor,
Bill Heisler and Judy Wall;
munch kins Bernie Crotty, Dani
Dilks, Tracy Armstrong, Debbie
Anderson, Lona Queen and
Cheryl Chamberlin; Ozites Sheila
Shaw, Paula myers and Debbie
Diehl; and of course Uncle
Henry (Wenzel Jones) and Aunt
: Em (Sally MacArthur).
Scheduled as one of FTU's
Children's Theatre productions,
. the "Wizard of Oz" will appear
in the FTU Science Auditorium
Saturday and Sunday afternoons
at 2: 30. Admission is $1.50 for
high school students with IDs
and children, $2.50 for general
public and free to FTU students
with IDs.

SIGHTS
a~d
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In concert

Foghat rocks 'hot and mobile, satisfying'
By DON COBLE
Staff Writer

The advanced billings for the
Foghat concert at the Orlando
Sports Stadium last Saturday
never really cleared the question
of whether the ·group was a ard
driving rock and roll band or
simply "boogie kings."
NOt surprising was that the
concert itself gave no real
answers.
Lead guitarist and vocalist
Dave Peverett continued his

long-lined success, putting on
one of his better shows since the
band's first album, "Foghat"
(May 1972).
Joining Peverett in the
Rri ti sh-turned-American band
were Roger Earl (drums), Rod
Price (slide guitarist) and the
band's newest addition, Craig
MacGregor (bass), who replaced
Nick Jameson in 197 6.
Highlighting the evening was,
of course, Foghat's "Slow
Rider." The band's long version

of the song featured Price at his
all time best. It came in the
initial encore and was delivered
the way Foghat fans liked it: hot
and mobile, but eminently
satisfying.
Meanwhile, another concert is
set to hit Central Florida tonight
when hard-driving southern rock
specialists Lynyrd Skynyrd
comes to the Lakeland Civic
Center.
Although Lynyrd Skynyrd's
best musical success came with

their first album, "Pronounced:
Leh '-Ne'rd Ski'n-Ne'rd," the
band is now enjoying much
deserved recognition. Since their
first cut, the group has hit the
charts with such singles as "Free
Bird," "Sweet Home Alabama,"
"Mr. Saturday Night Special"
and "Give Me Back My Bullets."

Other acts appearing at the 8
p.m. show will be Pure Prairie
League (PPL) and The Atlanta
Rhythm Section.
PPL comes without their
one-time pivot man, Craig
Fuller. However, Fuller's
disappearance from the band has
been a bonus and should provide
even a greater show.

VC events

Music, munchiestohighlight fest
1

One of the greatest VC
activities of the year happens
this Sunday : the Spring Concert.
The concert will be at Lake
Claire from noon to sunset and
missing it would be an act of
unnecessary drprivation !
Th~

Pop Shoppe in Orlando is
furnishing soft drinks and rides
plus a hot air balloon to carry
off those of you who dig the

kind of high.
Being considerate folks, the
~op Shoppe is also supplying
large bags of "munchies" for
those in need . .. potatoe chips,
pretzels and other goodies to
whet a "party" appetite. (Don't
forget to bring along some
beer. . )

the Mother Earth Band
guarantee lot's of rockin' 'n'
rollin' for everybody.

There will be music, too. The
Rocky Mountain Band, Leon
Redbone and Tracy Nelson and

Showing tonight as well as
Sunday at 8: 30, "Misty" is a
thriller of the first degree. Clint
Eastwood and Jessica Walter give
excellent performances and the
result is a fine flick well worth
your time to catch, if you
haven't already.

rl f es ti val f elitures FT
art,- drama and· rnusic Dimensions '76, six days filled with rich and exciting
programs for all, begins Tuesday at 5 p.m. in Loch Haven Park.
The event is planned as a Bicentennial salute to Uie arts ·and
sciences.
FTl will bt' represented in the festival sponsored by the
Council · of Arts and Sciences. Three FTU art professors Johann Eyfells, Dr. Walter Gaudnek and Steve Lotz--will be
exhibiting their sculptures.
The FTU drama department gets into the act when it presents
"The Wizard of Oz" at the Edyth Bush Theater May 9 and 10.
Tiq1es for the performances are 3 Lo 4: 30 p. m. and noon until
1: 30 p.m., respectfully.
For your listening pleasure, the FTU Chamber Singer' will
provide entertainment from 8: 30 until 9 Saturday-evening in "
the Loch Haven Park Bandshell.
.
The fPstival is described as "a kaleidoscope of briner tents.
outdoor bartdshell and stage ar as, gazebos, pavilions,
umbr Ila-tabled cafes, galleries, exhibits, pneumatic and olher
structures, graphics, sculptures, murals hangings, landscuped
islands, boats, floats and monuments and towers." It offer
programs for everyone and is free of charge.

As if this isn't en.ough, the VC
is offering FREE FOOD (besides
the Pop Shoppe munchies) to all
FTU students. Guests can eat all
they want, too, for only $1.

May 1 to i4 the VC Gallery
will host a Naturalist Exhibit
including works by FTU artist
Dorothy Kannon, naturalist
David McKeidy and the
Audubon Society. The gallery is
open daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
"Old Florida Structures -and
Artifacts," photos by Richard
Spenser, will be on display in the
Library lobby May 1 to May 21.
Monday at 7 p.m. in the
Multipurpose Room, 22 teams
of four players will compete for
trophies in the opening round of
this year's College Bowl.
-

Look at the sky.
Go into an elevator and press 3.
Have lunch.
Ride in a taxicab or bus.
Ask a person .for directions to the nearest
post office.
Have breakfast.
Walk on the sidewalk.
Chuckle.
Have a shot of Jose Cuervo.
Deli.ver a lecture to the Mexican
~.·~:•.,,,
National Assembly on the
.'Y~t.
historical significance and potential 'i~i~
peacetime uses of the nectarine
'.;w --1
as seen through the eyes of Keats.
,:{
\~\
(

JOSE CUERVO A TEQUILA . RO PROOF
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY c 1975. HEUBLEI , I 'C .. HARTFORD. CO
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Pathways new to secrets of past, present
-

-

~

INNOVATION IS THE
KEY TO LEARNING for
two FTU faculty m~mbers.
At right, Dr. Ron Wallace,
associate professor of
sociology, and archaeology
student Chris Cotterman
inspect the large chunks of
earth dug up by Wallace's
young excavation crew.
They hope to find enough
telltale material to gain a
history of the area. Dr. Jay
Boleman, on the other
hand, gets his kicks out of
rock climbing when not
introducing technological
advances in , ._classroom.

Photo by Fred Sommer
Photo by Mike Padgett

I 'Digging' .for answers IIFrom disorder, genius I
WALLACE:
By HOLLY CRISWELL

By RANDY NOLES

Staff Writer

Managing Editor

From sunrise to mi!1day in 90 degree weather they go; five days a
week, e~ery week, to dig a 30 meter trench along the St. Johns River
near Oviedo.
"The work is s~renuous," admits Dr. Ron Wallace, FTU associate
professor of soc10logy who is teaching the university's first
archaeological field study class.
"The students are holding up very well but it's getting difficult now
b~c~:1se o~ the heat," he said, looking slightly haggard after a day's
d1ggun which he takes an active part.
The class, Sociology 491, is the brainchild of Wallace. The course is
open to 20 sociology majors, a limit set by Wallace.
."Without field work I gE'.t irritated and upset and snap at people,"
ch~ed Walla~ when uked wh~ motiva~d him~ ~ke on such an
ambitious project his first year of teaching.
In a more serious tone Wallace explained the class gives students the
opportunity Lo gain invaluable fiel-d experience which may indicate
whether or not archaeology is the profession for them.
In spite of the present heat and the rains which plagued Central
Florida earlier in the quarter, the student excavators have already
uncovered enough mater.:ial for WaUace to begin piecing together the
social history of the site which he claims dates back almost 4,000
years.
"We've recoyered hearths, cooked animal bones and flint chips. We
know fue site was occupied from 2000 B.C. to European contact,"
reported the affable Wallace, apparently pleased with the results.
Wallace, a 1967 Universityof Florida graduate majoring in English
Literature, speaks with the vocabulary of an English scholar, but clad
in his excavating garb {best described as safari-type, complete with a
pair of formidable looking knives attached to the belt) it's difficult to
visualize the lanky professor in any role other than his present one.
"I never had any real interest in archaeology until recently,"
explained Wallace. "I took a 19 day leave from the army and camped
out in Ireland." He leaned comfortably against the back of his chair a.s
he recalled his early fascination with the many excavation sites which
dot the Irish landscape.
That was six years ago and in the intervening years Wallace returned
to the University of Florida. and received · his doctoral degree in
archaeology.
After only one quarter of teaching at FTU, Wallace began planning
the field study course which carries 12 quarter hours and must be the
only class taken by students during the quarter.
Securing administrative approval for the course was "no problem,"
according Lo Wallace, but he said equipment was another matter.
"Last quarter, when I began to set it up we had, I think, two
shovels and an axe." Wallace moaned, at the memory. "Now we have
a full set of equipment, some loaned to us by the Florida State
Museum (Gainesville)," he said.
_
The equipment does not include machinery for digging, however,
That's all done with back-breaking manpower and shovels and spades, ·
explained Wallace with a weary gesture of his hands.
The work; although strenuous, nas been well worth the effort,
according to Wallace. The site has produced evidence .indicating it was
a general camping site common to hunting and fishing nomadic tribes
who once populated the southeastern United States.
"The most interesting things we've turned up are fragments of
human burials," Wallace commented with obvious enthusiasm. "Some
cranial fragments and human femurs found side by side," are among
- the materials uncovered at the site which Wallat:e chose himself from
.. several recommended him by students last
.
Although the class is supplying much needed field experience to the
students, Wallace expressed regret that the whole archaelogical
process, which includes dating the material, environmental
reconstruction and cultural investigation, cannot be done in one
t
problem is that no student will be witness to the whole
process, but I'll continue with it" said Wallace. "I'll send the material
to be analyzed and ultimately the reports the students prepare in class
will be synthesized into one report," he explained. Wallace said the
report will be donated to the Florida State Museum.
Wallace is pleased; however, with the overall progress of the ctas.s

qu~ter.

qu~T~:

DOLEMAN:

In a time where qualified
faculty members seem to be
drifting away from FTU in
droves, Jay Boleman, The
Jaycee's "Outstanding Young
Educator" in 1974, has chosen
to make Florida and FTU his
permainent home because of a
deceptively simple philosophy of
life: "Bloom where you're
planted."

GO
TYES

"My life is a shambles,"
laughs Dr. Jay Boleman,
surveying the cluttered wreckage
he calls his office.
Yes, Boleman, 34, associate
professor of physics, and charter
member of the FTU faculty,
c e r t a i n 1y
d o e s seem
disorganized. But his undisputed
brilliance in his profession and
Continued on page 10
his innovations in the classroom
have brought fu~ hum~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~d Y n a m o n a ti on al an d
HIGHLAND--~-:=
international recognition, awards
and honors.
. ~.;,~
A stock, denim-clad man with
unkept curly hair, a thick beard
and horn rim med glasses,
Bolem~ looks like he. might be
more at home at a rock concert
than in a physics lab. His
reactions to -complex scientific
problems are displayed in much
the same "gee whiz" awe and
12095 DESCARTE APTS. · 6-9
5-11 p~.
azazement manner as those
exhibited by youngsters
discovering a t:iew toy.
Among Bole man's "toys" are
computers, whose usage in
physica he has helped pioneer. A
I
recently published report placed
him a rnong the top ten
computer physics .experts ... not
in Florida, not in the United
States, but in the world.
So accomplished is the
absent-minded, motorcycle
riding professor in the particular
field that the National Science
Foundation hu awarded him a
Bill Persons an FTU graduate will he
sizable fellowship to travel to
Dartmouth College this summer
speaking on the suhjec,t of Industrial
to complete 'work on a book
Engineering at Walt Disney World.
about computational physics to
be published by the Dartmouth
press. The book will be used
among other prestigious places'
in Boleman's Physics 343 clus at
FTU.
The work will be the first of
its kind in tne nation.
Yet another Boleman first will
be a hoped for book on physics 9 E. lllUWlY • P. I. IDI HI • IYIEH, FlHIH 32715 • (315) 315·515'
in science fuction, on which he
is putting finishing touches. The
Insurance Cover.age With Confidence
book .idea and the popular
course at FTU originated from
concept pioneered by Jay
Boleman.
_
~
Iii
And there's still more.
With money from the FTU
Foundation, Bolernan is leading
•
the way in yet another new
area-computer generated
movies, the movies are designed
to illustrate concepts in
elementary astronomy ana
_ · ·
physics. He's the first in the
nation to do it.
-·-

LOVE, 87

UNIVERSITY

2&

3 bedroom apts.'

Individuals
$50-$70
.
321•0014
·Couples $140
a.m.

AMERllf\N fNSTITUTE-

Of

f HDUSTRIAL ENGl~EERS,

I NC.
Invites all interested students to
our meeting Thur., May 6 in
EN 406 at 11 a.m.

EN. 406 THUR. May 6,_1976 11 a.m.

GElle-Ward &. Winchester U Inc.

Auto lnsuran·ce Rates Go1·ng Up?
Want AQuote?
See or Call Bill Wol-fe
or Harvey Winchester
Your local Independent Agent-~·

and said he would like to offer it at FTU at leut on:.=c~
e ~e-ve~ry
~y~e~ar=·~---------------------------------•••••••••••••••
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CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

.'

I

April 30 - May 6, 1976

· ...

. ....,
EVENT

TIME

'LOCATION

FRIDAY, APRIL 30
Student Productions
SG Petition Table
· Pre-Med Society
Delta's
United Campus Ministry
Bible Study
SG Committee Meeting
Greek Week
Greek Week

All day & evening
9 am.-11 a.m.
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
11 a.m.-4 p.m.

VCAR
VC Patio
VC Patio
VC Patio

1
2
2
8

GCB 110
vc 200
Multipurpose
ENAUD

p.m.-2 p.m.
p.m.-4 p.m.
p.m.-1 a.m.
p.m.-10 p.m.

SATURDAY, MAY 1
All day & evening
8 am.-8 p.m.
Noon-4 p.m.
2 p.m.-6 p.m.

VC Student Productions
Greek Week
Accounting Society
Delta Sigma Theta

VCAR
Lake Claire
Lake Claire
GCB 102

Administrators slate
informal campus talks
The Village Center is
sponsoring an informal, "drop in
and gripe" session each Friday in
May to encourage a free flow of
information between students
and administrators.
"Meet Your Administrator"
begins next Friday. The first
guest will be FTU President
Charles N. Millican who will
answer students' questions about
the future of FTU in the State
University System.
·
Each FTU vice-president will
make a Friday appearance at the
rap session to discuss . matters
under their respective
jurisdictions.
May 14 Vice-President W. Rex
Brown will address the problems
concerning Student Affairs.
Vice-Presidents John P. Goree
and William K Grasty are slated

Continued from page 9

Yet despite the honors,
Holeman remains a man utterly
without pomposity or
pretension.
He laughs easily, and
punctuates his speech with
animated gestures and
exclamations of "Oh wow!" His
friends are mostly stud~nts and
former students, whom he takes
on sum mer rock climbing
excrusions in North Carolina.
Though he works days, nights
and weekends, Boleman delights
in ~the comments of a fellow
faculty member who once said,
"Jay, nobody ever believes you
get any work done because you
look like you have so much
fun."

Continued from page 1

VC Student Prod. Rock
Concert
Zeta Tau Alpha
SAE
TKE
Pi Kappa Alpha

All Day
5 p.m.-8: 30 p~m.
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
7 p.m.-10 p.m.

Lake Claire
GCB 114, 115
GCB 224
Multipurpose
GCB 216

MONDAY, MAY 3
United Campus Ministry
Bible Study
Residence Life Board of
Directors
VC Favors
VC Board
Pi Kappa Little Sisters
Karate Lessons
VC College Bowl
Delta's
Yoga
Tyes
Bridge
FTU Gay Student Assoc.

I

11 a.m.-Noon

GCB 224

Noon-1 p.m.
3 p.m.-4 p.m.
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
5 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
6 p.m.-11 p.m.
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
7 p.m.-10 p.m.
7: 30 p.m.-11: 30 o.-m.
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.

Knight Room
VC 200
VC 200
Stud. Org. Lg.
VCAR
Multipurpose
GCB 225
LIB 244
Stud. Org. Lg.
VC Gallery ·
VC211

TUESDAY, MAY 4
ATO
Campus Ministry Bible
Study
SG Activity & Service
Fee Committee
Chapter of AMA
Spirit Program
IFC
Pegasus Pedalers
APO
VC College Bowl
Conflicl Slmulations Club
Inter- Varsity Fellowship
TKE Little Sisters
Haircare & Styling
Fellowship of Christian
Athletes
Christian Fellowship

vc 200

11 a.m.-Noon

11 a.m.-Noon

. GCB 225

11 a.m.-Noon
Noon-1 p.m.
2 p.m.-3 p.m.
3 p.m.-4 p.m.
4 p.m.-5 p.m.
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
6 p.m.-11 p.m.
6 p.m.-11 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
7 p.m.-8: 30 p.m.
7: 30 p.m.-9 p.m.

... vc 200

Elections Commissioner Brian
Harris said the commission met
and threw out the complaint,
however.
He said the
commission found the complaint
was not substantiated and that if
valid, it would not have changed
the outcome of the election.

BUSCEMi'S CANOE RENTAL

Easy to carry ·· easy to launch!
GROUP RATES
Ph. 8~1-5931

Beer, Wine, Pool, Games
Happy Hours
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
15e draft
in Zayres Shopping Center
436 & East 50 (Colonial)
Phone 277-9719

" GCB 114
vc 200
vc 200
~" '
ye 214
· , 11 vc 200
. ,,Multipurpose

trre
one and tWo bi!droom
apartments. orie

becb;oom townhouses with
IOfty sleeping qwrters

•rom $150
East Aloma and Hall Road
'tis here you can rest
your dinghy

678-2223

{/twu'4'

15% Discount
Ladies & Mens
Sportswear

SPORTSHOP

~ ~•'"" J
-~ 10MN(;
~ .M2

B

m

m

m

e

m~e

& BUSED AUTO)
. PARTS

INC.

~

~

East Hwy. 50 Bithlo, Fla.
ffi
New radiators & repairs .
m1
Import - American - Truck parts
W
ID Cash for iunk or wrecked cars & trucks

~

m1·

W Open seven days
•

n:1

er==am~m

568-2131
m

W

e~EJ!t=ii:=@

..vc 211

ENGR 336
vc 214
vc 200

J rl

ENGR 109
SCI 115

Sales person wanted for
Future
advertising
department. 275-2865.

1965 Chevy 3/4 ton pick up
A/C & H.D. suspension with
slide in camper self
contained in good cond.
Asking $1250. 277-4315
after 4 :30.

type all materials, term
papers, thesis; resumes,
scripts, etc. Call 275-7962.

PERSONAL
10 a.m.-11 a.m.

10 a.m.-2 p. m.
2 p.m.-3 p.m.
4 p.m.-9 p.m.
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
4: 30 p.m.-6 p.m.
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
6 p.m.-11 p.m.

6 p.m.-11 p.m.
6 p.m.-11 p.m.

GCB 102
vc 200

vc 200
vc 211

vc 200
So. CL Yard
vc 200
Multipurpose
vc 214
VCAR

THURSDAY, MAY 6

.€ampus Ministry Bible
Study
Pre-Med Club
Motha
Phi Chi Theta
Accounting Society
Computer Engr. Society
De 1ta Sigma Pi
SG Senate
Captains Meeting
SG LJR Comm.
VC Girl Scouts
Food Service Comm.
Delta Tau Delta
Leathercraft
VC College Bowl
Yoga
Ceramics

a leeward haven

I

WEDNESDAY, MAY 5

Student Productions

!ihores
Swashbudl ters
, and landlubbers
~ · alikemayfind

.

b

Campus Ministry Bible
Study
Award Luncheon
Social Work Student
Assoc.
APO Boy Scout Meeting
VC Speakers Comm.
VC-Saga
APO
VC College Bowl
Shakespeare
Romeo & Juliet

luxurious living
along freshwater

300 S. Semoran Blvd. (at East-West Exprnssway)
ORLANDO, FLA. 32807 PHONE 273-0483

•e===u=.H======as

HELP WANTED
7: 30 p.m.-9 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.

STUDENTS
Golfing
Equipment

1043 CRYSTAL BOWL CIRCLE,
CASSELBERRY FLA. 32707
$5.00 a day ·- $20.00 per week

TRY
NEW
HUNTERS DEN

cm!ST ITUT InrJ

Bolenian

Election

SUNDAY, MAY 2

nrJ REVISED
STllDE~·JT p,nny

for May 21. to discuss various
areas of university Business
Affairs.
Academic affairs will be the
topic
May
28
when
Vice-President C. B. Gambrell
makes his Friday appearance.
The sessions will be held from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Student
Organizatiqn Lounge.

11 a.m.-Noon

11 a.m.-Noon
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-2 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
3 p.m.-5 p.m.
4 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
5 p.m.-6 p.m.
5 p.m.-7 p.m.
5: 30 p.m.-7: 30 p.m.
6 p.m.-11 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
7: 30 p.m.-9: 30 p.m.

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

'69 Pontiac Tempest at a
bargain price. Excellent
condition. Automatic
trnnsmission power steering,
air condition, radio, black
interior. Owner leaving
USA. Contact Kolonne. No.
8 Campus Apts. Alafaya
Trail. Call 273-3916 or
273-9708.

House to share with a male
student 2 miles to FTU.
Call 273-2212. Home to
shai.·e with 2 others 2 miles
to FTU $40. month. Phone
273-2212.

vc 200
GCB 114
ENGR 336
EN AUD
GCB 114-116
GCB 216
ENGR 203
GCB 103 110
ENGR 359
vc 200
vc 200
vc 211 & 214
Knight Room
VC 200
VCAR 'C'
Multipurpose
Stud. Org. Lg.
VCAR "C"

Sue M.: PSA 103 voted 4 U
II Peter 8:67. His & My
Love Aida.

SERVICES
English/Spanish language
instruction offered at
reasonable rates. Call after 6
p.m. 644-7771 A. Boudet.

Typewriter For Sale: IBM
Electric Office Machine.
Perfect condition $375.
Also Ad.ding Machines,
Duplicators & Cash ·
Registers etc. Call Mr. Mead Typist -- Experienced in all
phases of work. IBM
422-2314.
Selectric for professional
results. Paper supplied. On
campus until noon. Please
East - on water between
Susie Weiss after 1:00
call
FTU - NTC, 4 bdrm, 2 bath,
at
67
8-3481.
2 car garage, fenced, by
owner, will hold 2nd
Mortgage $38,900.
671-6740.

Congrats to our super new
siste1·s Tracy, Trish, Sharon,
Susan, Chris, Carol, and
Lynn. Go Tri-Delta!

Handwriting illegible? Will

TYES would like to wish
our FTU CREW team the
best of luck!

LOST& FOUND
LOST
Silver Navajo
bracelet about 1 W' wide
w/oval turquoise stone. 1f
found PLEASE return, it
means a lot to me. Contact
Tiff (night mgr.) in snack
bru.· Mon. thrn Fri. nights.
REWARD OFFERED.

End season at 15-16

Wood proud of netters
_despite losing record
By DON COBLE
Staff Writer

Photo by Fred Sommer

FTU'S DOUG MALICZOWSKI returns a serve in the
Knights' final match with Rollins. Maliczowski lost to Tars
basketball standout Ed Lake, 6-3, 6-2.

According to Wimbleton
tennis ethics, FTU tennis can
hold its head high, despite
finishing the season as thE
school's first and only team with
a losing record (15-16).
, "Winning is the effort and the
overcoming of personal
deficiencies rather than the final
outcome," beamed tennis
mentor Lex Wood.
"If ! 'wanted a winning season ,
I would have scheduled nothing
but 'Division II teams," he said.
"But I'd rather play
representative tennis , tennis
which one can feel proud of.
"We played 31 matches this
year, and of that, 13 were
Division I members. In the 16
losses, nine came from Division I
schools. I think this speaks well
of the type of schedule we had."
Rollins dropped the Knights
in the final match of the season

8-1. Doug Maliczowski and Dan
Stetzer combined to win the No.
3 doubles, while Toby Crable,
Steve Bryant, Mark Watford, Jim
Shea and Dan Hicks each lost
close singles matches.

'The fact that the boys
always hung in there is why
I am pleased with this year's
ten n is p r o gram. They
fought like true champions.
If we played nothing but
Davison 11 teams, we would
have easily been
undefeated.'
-Tennis coach
Lex Wood
Earlier in the week, FTU
ousted Flagler, 5-4, in what
Wood called "the best effort of
the year."
Crable and Bryant's records
were sent to the NCAA tennis
committee for national playoff
consideration.

Record even at 18-18

Future-.......

Sexton speaks, Swanger shines
as Knights,trim top-ranked Tars
By MARK HESS
Sports Editor

Knute Rockne left his
air-conditioned coaching office
in that great hudrlle in the sky'

"Both would do extremely
well in the nationals, and would
represent FTU very well," says
Wood. "Right now it looks very
doubtbul that they can go
because of the money
situation."
Wood reflects this year's final
outcome as one of true desire
and fight. "We were a young
team this year, with only one
player coming to us from last
year's squad (Bryant).
We had grade problems,
ankle problems, and other things
which came up, but the boys
kept fighting. ·
"The fact that the boys
always hung in there is why I am
pleased with this year's tennis
program. They fought like true
cl1ampions. If we played nothing
but Division II teams, we would
have easily been undefeated.
'~I believe in playing good
tennis, like they used to in the
old days. Not just winning over
anybody," Wood added.

and slipped into an FTU baseball
uniform , disguised as head
baseball coach Jack Sexton.
Sexton huddled the 25
ballplayers around him before
the Rollins game Tuesday night. ·

Photo by Steve Williams

CHUCK PATRICK takes a cut at an FIU pitch. FIU pitchers
held FTU to only 11 hit~ in their two-game sweep of the
Knights.

Lady Knights cop
third in softball
FTU's Lady Knights .took thirq place honors last weekend at the
state tournament behind tourney winner Flagler ~nd Florida State
University (FSU).
The women opened against the University of Florida and quickly
jumped on the GaLor pitcher collecting 13 hits and 11 runs while
limiting the Florida team to four runs. Kathy Stilwell went two for
three including a home run and Kristy Boston paced the Knights with
three RBI's.
Against the Seminoles; the Knights came away with a 3-1 upset
win. Florida State scored first with an unearned run in the bottom of
the third inning. But Lynn Keiser led off the top of the fourth with a
single, and Ms. Stilwell brought her around with her second tourl)ey
home run.
Ms. Boston knocked out a triple and came home on Winnie
Dodgion's single to give the Knights their 3-1 edge. FSU only
mustered two hits against FTU's defense and Ms. Keiser led the
Knights with three hits.
The women lost their first game against Flagler College who came
back with a seventh inning surge to trim the Lady Knights 5-4.
Tied 4-4 in the last inning, Flagler put runners on first and second
and scored on a base hit to right field. Linda Johnson and Ms. Stilwell
led the Knights with three hits apiece as FTU out-hit the Flagler
women 11-9.
Meanwhile, FSU had come up through the loser's bracket and met,
the Lady Knights in the semi-final game, this time edging the women
~4.
.
Ms. Dodgion and Ms. Stilwell had two hits apiece while Ms. Boston
batted in three.
The women received an invitation to participate in th Women's
Intercollegiate National Softball Tournament. The Knights who now
have a 1~4 regular season record, will be facing teams like Catawba
College, North Carolina , Milligan College and Tennessee.

Some of the ballplayers were
bored, others red-eyed.
The Knights had won only
one game in their last nine starts
and the rest of the season looked
like a tornado hovering over a
group of flood victims.
Evidently, whatever Sexton
said to the ballclub worked as
the Knights carved a nick in
their smooth sticks with a 3-2
win over Rollins.
Rollins, the nation's top
Division II team, may have been
taking the hapless Knights a
little too nonchalantly. But the
FTU ballclub rallied behind Sam
Swanger and pulled off a very
satisfying win for a team which
has had little to cheer about this
year.
"We got some breaks,"
Sexton said. "Every break in the
game we got. Sam kept them off
balance and we did just what we
planned."
Swanger upped his record to
an even 5-5 with his effort
against Rollins. But the win was
not an easy one for the senior
hurler from Titusville.
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Swanger escaped close calls
twice. One, a one-out situation
with a runner on third in the
seventh inning. The other, a
one-out problem with runners
on the corners in the eighth .
~p
Both while FTU held their slim
3-2 edge. But Swanger goL
himself out of the eighth inning
plight with a perfectly pegged
throw to second basemen Cal
FTU's
"Superstar"
Lingelbach to gun-down the
competition got underway last
Rollins baserunner and give the
week with the men and women
Knights their third out.
.trying thrir hand at the links.
Alpha Tau Omega's (ATO) Mark
FTU maintained a lead
Eason won the men's event
throughout the entire game,
while Sally Thayer came back
getting a run in the fourth when
this year to win her second
Sonny Wise trippled . to score
consecutive Superstar golf title
Jeff Rudolph. Jim Horvath then
for Tyes Sorority.
sacrificed and Wise scored for a
2-0 lead. The decisive run c~me ·
Eason posted a 7~ in winning
in the sixth when Brad Hurd,
pinch-hitting, ripped a double up . the golf event including birdies
at the first, second and 16th
the middle and Rudolph scored
holes. Cal Lingelbach, sponsored
his second run.
by Tri Delta, finished second
The Knights now have an
with an 81 and Craig Kaplan of
18-18 record and must play
Delta Tau Delta fraternity
Rollins twice more. The
placed third with an 84.
remaining six games will also
include Stetson, and South
Ms. Thayer birdied the fourth
Florida which will be played at
hole in route to her 48. Sue
Tinker Field today at 2 p.m.
Jeary of Sigma Chi Little Sisters
finished second with a 58 and
Debbie Stout of Intramurals had
a 67 for th.ird place.

"Superstars'

to par
with golf wins

In the intramural golf
competition, the overall trophy
went to ATO who was paced by
Eason's 75. This was the third
consecutive year the Superstar
golf winner ~has also doubled as
the low medalist winner in the
intramural competition.
. Sigma Alpha Epsilon finished
second only one stroke back
with a 329 tqtal with Tau Kappa
Epsilon finishing third at 363.

Photo by Steven Williams

KNIGHT CATCHER BOB RAMSEY receives a throw too
late to keep an FIU play~r from scoring. The Knights had .
trouble with the Miami team dropping the double-header
9-2 and 10-4. The Knights are currently 18-18 for .the
season.

For the women, Tyes came
away the overall winner as the
only team to compete in the
women's division. Lambda Chi II
won the independent title, also
the only team entered.
. The Superstars were to hold
their second event Wednesday,
the bicycle race. Sunday, they
will compete at one-man
volleyball. The competition will
begin at noon for the men and 2
p.m. for the wom~n.
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Tyes, Piranhas lead in IM play;
LXA nips ATO, TKE takes SAE
Intramural water polo
remained a two-team race in the
fraternity standings as Lambda
Chi Alpha (LXA) barely got by
Alpha Tau Omega (ATO) 3-2
and Tau Kappa Epsilon ('l'KE)
slid by Sigma Alpha Epsilon
(SAE) 6-3. The two unbeaten
teams were to meet Wednesday
for the lead in the water polo
standings.
In the independent standings
Piranhas continued to dominate

their opponents running their
record to 3-0 with a 10-2
swamping of the Bushwackers.
In women's softball, Tyes
cam out on top of their first
place battle with Tri Delta as
they stormed to a 16-5 win and
an unblemished 4-0 mark.
I.
In a hotly contested game
between two of the better
fraternity water polo powers,
LXA squeaked by once-beaten
· ATO 3-2. Charlie Boedecker,

Randy Blankenship and Tim
Buchanon each scored for
Lambda Chi while ATO got its
two goals from Tom Hawdy and
George Royal.
TKE contined with its
unbeaten play on the arms of
Brad Raysin and Eric Yount,
Cach scoring three goals in their
6-3 win over SAE.
Sigma Chi (SX) sporting only
one loss, · continued to remain
close behind the leaders taking
two wins last week, a 5-3 win
from Pike and a 6-0 shut-out of
Kappa Sigma (KS). Phil Merrick
and B9)> 7 Gallagher each scored
once for SX while Chuck Patrick
and Henny Lester each added
two goals. Sigma Chi was tied by
ATO 2-2. Patrick and Merrick
each ~<;:ore 5J..- for SX and Feltovic
and 1-Iawdy picked up goals for
ATO.
In other water polo action,

LxA stunned KS behind six
goals from Buchanon and three
from Boedecker. ATO dropped
SAE 4-0 with three goals from
Hawdy. Pike dropped to 0-4
with a loss to KS. Jay Dixon
scored four times for KS and
Pike got four from Todd Graum.
The Prianhas lead the
independent division, last week
beating the Bushwackers 10-2
mainly on the strength of Will
Dennis with four goals and Raul
Montes with three.
Mean Machine won their first
two games of the season in
softball with a 9-6 decision over
Tri Delta and a 6-4 win over
Zeta Tau Alpha (ZTA) which
will be protested because of an
erronous call · by the official.
Also, Tyes ripped ZTA 13-4, and
Tri Delta won on a forfeit by
Pike Little Sisters.

Photo by Alan Geeslin

BONITA HOLLAND
connects with one for Mean
Machine. Mean Machine has
won their last three games
including a 10-6 win over
Pike Little Sisters.

Commentary

ssc ·expansion may hurt
By DON COBLE
Staff Writer

Photo by Alan Geeslin

GOALKEEPER AL DINNAN :will tell you that stopping
whirring water polo balls is not always pleasant. Dinnan,
keeper for Kappa· Sigma, found the going a little rough last
week as KS lost to Sigma Chi 6-0.

Atlanta regatta:
Replay of state race
Dennis Kamrad, FTU's crew
coach is no prognosticator.
Despite Ka.mr~d 's prediction
of the first place finish at the
regional regatta in Atlanta last
weekend , the race turned out to
be more of an delayed replay of
the state regatta held two weeks
ago.
The men's heavyweight crew,
the Varsity 8, could still not
make the bid for the front
position finishing a
di sap po i·n ting third behind
Rollins and FIT.
Again the wo~en performed
well taking a third place finish
behind FIT and Rollins in the
women's Varsity 8 race. The
Junior Varsity team fared
extremely well with a good start
and a second place finish behind
FIT.
Kamrad said no one rowed badly, so it wasn't a case of
having a bad day, the FTU crews
were just beaten by faster teams
and Kamrad is happy the men
and women have given every
ounce of dedication and sweat
they can muster.
The crew team will take a
week off to prepare for the
"Dad Vail" national small·
college championships to be held
in philadelphia.
Kamrad said the men's team
was going to borrow a boat from
the crew squad at the University
of Alabama at Huntsville, in
hopes that a faster fiberglass
shell can tum the teams luck
around.
Similar to the baseball
situation in Florida, the crew
teams out of Central Florida
represent some of the fastest
times in the nation this year.
Kamrad said the time posted for
FTU's men's crew would have
won the regional race last year.

FTU, Rollins and FIT, all of
which will be in strong
contention for the national small
college title, will face their
stiffest test in the form of Lhe
boat from the Coast Guard.

The expansion of new sports
to the Sunshine Stale
Conference could in all
probability hurt the Athletic
program at Florida Tech.
Joining the second year of the
conference will be tennis and
golf. Baseball and soccer will be
added in two years. Although
FTU has no golf team, . it need
not worry. Participation in the
conference is not yet a must.
Maybe othPr sports should sit
back and think how it will effect
their respective programs.
Florida baseball enjoys
hosting the many Northern
schools which invade the state
during the spring. It is a well
known fact that the Sunshine
State has the best Division II
baseball teams in the nation. But
if the members are restricted to
a heavy Florida schedule, this

high recognition could change.
And what of the NCAA bids to
the national championship?
Allhough the arrangemen,ts are
still cloudy, one can be.t this foo
will handcuff the toT~l number
of Division II teams invited to
the nationals.
Then there is tennis. Here too,
the program will suffer. If FTU
has to drop such teams like
Maryland, Duke or Kansas (all
are well-known - tennis
powerhouses) to fiddle aro'und
with Sunshine Conference foes
which have little or no tennis
teams, then it affects the
program itself.
It takes time to build a
respectable team in any sport.
Forming a winning squad is a
process which takes years, not a
few summer months.
Saying basketball needed the
conference, and the conference
needed basketball is like telling
Noah about the flood.
For the first time in countless

years. Florida's Division II
basketball teams have had a
heavy impact on the national
scene by placing as many as
three teams from the six team
conference in the national
rankings.
N·o other conference in
Division II can make such a
claim.
Then again, basketball needed
the conference to set a greater
importance on winni~g. It made
basketball fun ... and great to
watch.
However, basketball has had
time to grow in Florida and
reach respectability. Tennis
hasn't. Golf hasn't.
Soccer is a newer sport on the
block and maybe the addition of
conference play will help it grow
to a greater sport. In this case,
the conference is a good thing.
Hopefully things will turn out
for the better. For the sake of
the Sunshine State Conference
and FTU, I hope so.

Residence centers Fellow Students,
Cbn.tinued from page 1

money," he commented.
Regardless of any individua.
attitudes, the residence centers
are quickly gaining SG
recognition.
The Daytona Beach Center
has already submitted a $20,000
budget request to the Student
Finance Committee (which
decides the SG annual budget)
for next year.
The Brevard Residence Center
recently established its
Committee and ·is expected to
soon submit a request for a cut
of the SG monies.
Andersen said he is optimistic
about the possible advantages of
the SG voice coming from the
residence centers.
"They're very active groups, a
lot more cohesive than we are
because they're not so spread
out. I think they will come up
with ideas for programs that can
help us here," he explained.
Andersen said a senate statute
will be drawn up to officially
recognize the committees as
branches of SG. Additional seats
in the senate will be made
available to residence center
representatives who
be
elected by their constituents
according to the Constitution of
the Student Body. This action
should be completed by
mid-May, according to
Andersen.

will

Money, apparently, is a big
reason for establishing the
committees as a part of SG and
Albright eagerly explained the
expenditures the Daytona Beach
Center hope to make with SG
funds.
"We want to set up our own
student organizations, bring
speakers to _the centers and set
up an orientation pr~gram for
new students," he explained.
Albright added $9,300 will be
allocated to the construction of
tennis courts at the Daytona
Beach Center.
The Daytona Beach Residence
Center students showed their
interest in becoming a more
intricate part of the FTU
community by turning out
almost 50 per cent of the
students there to vote in last
week's SG executive elections.
Out of nearly 300 studetns,
125 seat their votes, an action
made possible because the
committee had requested a poll
be set up at the Daytona Beach
Center.
"Working with SG we
(residence center students) can
get recognition which we can't
get as individual · students,"
explained Albright, who, like
Andersen, said he is optimistic
about the future of · the
relationship between the main
campus and the residence
centexs.

You may not conceive of it as such, but this week·s
runoff for the VP seat of Student Government is a very
important issue. The person who wins will work one year
for you. He will represent_ you in meetings with University
administrators, community and state officials, the BOR
and countless other decision making bodies. He will be
expected to be thoroughly knowledgable about all lending
legislation affecttng students and to initiate and organize
political action by students. He will be expected to chair
the Student Senate, to influence it toward positive action
and hard work. He should not only embody the highest
measures of dilige-nce, sincerity and intelligence, he should
have purposes outside those for himself.
It is of deep concern for us, that the candidate best
qualified with these traits wins. That candidate is John
Kelley. Most of the tasks he has performed for students in
the past 3 years have been those of the "thank-less" type.
Th is proves that he is not out for self-promotion. Once
started on a project -- he delivers -- does not drop it
mid-year through, or taper off. And one needs only to talk
with him to realize that he is an intelligent and sincere
person.
Why do we care enough to take out this ad? John Kelley
has not solicited it -- does not even know of it. We care
because we have both spent enough effort and time into
Student Government to have a vested interest that it only
accelerates its responsiveness and effectiveness for student
interests. Granted -- we've a long way to go. But you can
surely help by taking two minutes today to vote for John
Kelley. It is in your interest to vote for the candidate who
is as dedicated and able as the job demands.

Garry Stafford
Deb Sammons
Student Senat-0rs

